European Climate Diplomacy Week
Australian Film Premiere of Demain (Tomorrow)

The landmark Paris Agreement signed last year provides a critical turning point to engage the global community to address climate change and embrace the opportunity for a net zero emissions future.

**European Climate Diplomacy Week** is September 12 - 16, a time for EU Delegations around the world to reach out to communities and partner organisations, highlighting positive global action and collaboration on climate change.

Climate is changing. Instead of showing all the worst that can happen, the French documentary *Demain (Tomorrow)* focuses on the people suggesting solutions and actions.

This globetrotting documentary features accomplishments and stories ranging from Copenhagen to Detroit to a small village in India, highlighting local solutions on matters of food security, renewable energy and education.

The filmmakers believe showing solutions may be the best way to solve the ecological, economic and social disruption that we are experiencing.

Official welcome by the Hon Lily D’Ambrosio MP, Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change and Minister for Suburban Development and H.E. Sem Fabrizi, Ambassador of the European Union to Australia.

The movie will be followed by a Q&A discussion with:

- **Moderator** - Erwin Jackson
  Deputy CEO, The Climate Institute
- **Prof. David Karoly**
  Professor of Atmospheric Science and
  EU Centre Research Director, University of Melbourne
- **H.E. Dr. Anna Prinz**
  Ambassador of Germany to Australia
- **Dr. Alex Teytelboym**
  Institute of New Economic Thinking, University of Oxford
- **Guy Abrahams**
  CEO and Co-Founder, CLIMARTE
- **Eric Scotto**
  CEO, AKUO Energy

**Monday, 12 September**
6:00pm - 9:30pm

*Refreshments from 5:15pm at Lightwell, ACMI*

**ACMI, Federation Square**
Melbourne CBD
[see map]

[Register Here]

[Watch the trailer]